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Abstract – This paper presents the research,
architecture and program development of swarm robot
behavior for the prospective exploration of Mars. It
also details the steps from initial algorithm
brainstorming, to experimentation, to final algorithm
development and testing. The strengths and weaknesses
of the hardware and how it affects the development of
the Swarmathon algorithm are also discussed. The final
algorithm was developed to limit the error of the rover
pathing and reliably return to the nest after each search
loop.

prior to come out with the final search path. This process
was iterated upon team’s inspiration from nature behavior
such as bee colonies or previous approaches like a spiral
method. Through real robot testing, the team was able to
run and iterate upon the multiple search algorithms until a
satisfactory one was obtained. This final algorithm is the
one that works more reliable collecting tags and avoiding
the obstacles such as walls and others swarm robots.
Members of the team in representation of the FIU
Robotics Lab will continue to research and modify the
algorithm for future editions of the Swarmathon
competition.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The “swarm” term has been used to identify different
types of system in engineering, computer science and
nature itself. This type of robotic science has increasingly
in the rise lately as one of the most prominent ways to
explore and recollect samples of unexplored planets or
asteroids. The advantages of this systems are robust,
adaptable, scalable, inexpensive and efficient. The
Swarmathon is a competition organized by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for
multiple universities across the United States to develop a
unique search algorithm for a set of swarm rovers to seek,
collect, and return tags around an arena. This is meant to
help drive the ingenuity in development of swarm
algorithms for use in space exploration and collection.
Although the code being developed is intended for rovers
scanning tags in a parking lot, the concepts of the algorithm
can be adapted to a rover or swarm system on unexplored
planets or asteroids to search for water, rocks or other
materials that could be tagged, collected, or mined.
As one of the participating universities, Florida
International University (FIU) established the goal of
working together to develop a unique search algorithm that
could pick up and return as many tags possible in the
quickest possible manner while also limiting the possibility
of collisions or getting stuck. Different algorithm
propositions were discussed and tested through simulation

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Swarm robotics is a field of study that focuses on the
coordination of robots to create a system of constituent
robots that work together towards a collective effort. Since
the 1980s, swarm robots have been reviewed for their
forthcoming uses in the foreseen future. Some of the
advantages found in the research of multi-robot systems
over a single robot system are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Undertaking complex tasks
Designing several unpretentious robots is simpler
than building a single dominant robot
Multiple robots can gather a greater overall view
of the problem than a single robot
Introducing multiple robots allows for greater
robustness through redundancy

Considering that robots can be tailored to be aerial,
terrestrial or underwater vehicles and can be developed on
a microscale or macroscale, there is a plethora of
applications for swarm intelligence. Such technologies can
be especially useful for applications such as mining,
foraging, and search-and-rescue missions. The idea of
swarm intelligence originated from observing biological
phenomena and communication between organisms. By
fostering the “mindset” of these organisms, such as the
stigmergic trails of ants or the flight paths of bird swarms,
there are several advantages that are brought about such as
the implementation of a decentralized and autonomous

system and the flexibility that is intrinsic to such a system.
In order to garner various ideas of multiple
approaches, a variety of research papers on swarm robot
algorithms were sought. Multiple research papers based on
algorithms for search and rescue, ant inspired obstacle
avoidance and relative localization methods were carefully
analyzed and explained. The research was conducted in
order to implement new ideas in the proposed algorithm to
achieve the barcode search to be employed in NASA
competition.

the swarm concentrates on the specific area. A
characteristic of this algorithm that may be implemented in
the NASA Swarmathon competition is the variation of
speed based on its area. The concentration factor includes
many characteristics that will improve its chances of
success, one of which is altering the speed. However, when
the program is implementing the random algorithm, it will
maintain a constant speed. Great results were achieved
with the algorithm; however, it was only tested in ideal
situations in computer simulations. Testing with more
realistic situations will be a valuable indicator of its
success.

A.

Swarm-Based Path Creation in Dynamic
Environments for Search and Rescue [9]
The approach described in this paper is suitable to later
revisions of the NASA Swarmathon in which there are
obstacles. The current challenge in the NASA Swarmathon
is to locate the codes; there is a similar task described in
this paper. However, in this situation, the robots are also
tasked with identifying obstacles and finding the best path
[9], as well requirements based on different zones in which
the area is divided into. This course is also dynamic, in that
the conditions in these aforementioned zones are
continuously changing. This information will be very
useful for later revisions of the competition. There is still
useful information for the current competition in this paper.
Although this paper does not get into the specifics of the
algorithm, it does describe the methodology in which the
tasks are separated amongst the different robots. These task
designations are conditional based upon the situational
conditions.
B. A Hybrid Search Algorithm for Swarm Robots
Searching in an Unknown Environment [11]
The purpose of this paper, as in others, is for the search
and rescue of humans [11]. While these task requirements
exceed that of the NASA Swarmathon, there are many
aspects that can be observed from this pervious work and
perhaps implemented. The algorithm implemented here
consists of a hybrid setup; that is, it relies on two
algorithms, rather than just one. The specific situation
parameters at hand will dictate which algorithm to
implement. One of the algorithms is similar to the
preloaded software on the NASA Swarmathon project, in
that it is an algorithm that implements random paths.
However, in this case, the robot implements the random
algorithm if it has not found its target for a preset amount
of time. The other algorithm is what is referred to a
dynamic particle swarm optimization (DPSO). This
algorithm is dynamic, in that it continuously communicates
with the other robots, feeding it information and making
decisions based on this information. The inspiration for the
implementation of two algorithms is based on a study of
animal preying habits. When an area of interest is
identified, a concentration factor will be applied and the
random algorithm will be abandoned momentarily while

C. The Ant and the Trap: Evolution of Ant-Inspired
Obstacle Avoidance in a Multi-Agent Robotic
System [12]
This paper, composed as a thesis for the pursuance of
a Master of Science and co-authored by Dr. Melanie
Moses, who is one of the organizers of the Swarmathon
competition, focuses on the iAnt, a modular and affordable
swarm robot.
The author delves into the technologies that comprise
the fourth generation of the iAnt [12] and the modifications
that were made to it for the purposes of the project. A
governing topic of discussion in this paper is also the
methods the author chose to implement as search
algorithms. The algorithms of interest are based on the
research that has been garnered regarding stigmergy and
other biological phenomena that relate to the coordination
between animals; particularly ants. From modeling the
behavior of ants and parametrizing said models, the iAnt
swarm system could, theoretically, resemble the wellcoordinated behavior of ants. The algorithms at hand are
the central place foraging algorithm (CPFA), which affords
the robots the ability to perform stochastic movements, antinspired obstacle avoidance and simple communication
between them, and the CPFA-Trails, which affords the
extra ability to communicate using stigmergic trails. A
neural network, referred to by the author as a genetic
algorithm, allows for real-time data to serve as training data
that the iAnts can learn from and improves their “learning
curve.” This genetic algorithm defines how the swarm
robots will respond to unanticipated obstacles and is
ultimately dictated by a series of parameters. The
parameters that make up the decision model are the
following: informed search decay rate, pheromone decay
rate, pheromone laying rate, search give-up probability,
pheromone following rate, travel give-up probability, and
uninformed search variation. The iAnt “decides” its path
forward using these parameters.
Effectiveness of the algorithms, complemented by the
genetic algorithm, were evaluated using simulation
software. The final results show that between the CPFA
and the CPFAT algorithms, superiority is not as clear cut
as anticipated. CPFAT, while expected to consistently be a
more effective search algorithm, resulted in minor

improvements and, in some cases, worse decision-making.
Ultimately, both algorithms demonstrated the capacity for
the iAnt swarm robot to serve as an affordable vehicle for
swarm robotics research and development.
D. Relative Localization Method of Multiple Micro
Robots Based on Simple Sensors [8]
The algorithm portrayed in this paper represents a
relative positioning approach [8]. This approach is based
on an infrared sensor and a compass. The algorithm helps
generate relative positions amongst a group of robots
allowing them to be aware of their neighboring robots. By
attaching a compass to every robot, there will be a common
reference direction amongst them all. That direction being
the arrow that always points north on a compass. The
compass gives the robot self-orientation while the infrared
sensor allows the robots to localize each other. By
combining both, the robots will know their neighboring
robots’ locations with respect to themselves. Awareness
amongst a group is essential in order for the members to
prevent collisions and work effectively.
E. Distributed Colony-Level Algorithm Switching
for Robot Swarm Foraging [5]
Another addition to the literature survey includes a
paper composed by three Harvard students who explored
various foraging algorithms at a colony-wide level [5]. In
lieu of limiting the mobility of the robots to one algorithm,
the authors’ purpose was to incorporate a decision model
for the swarm that is contingent upon its environment. In
total, there are two distributed foraging algorithms and a
final one that allows the swarm to choose between the two
previous ones.
The first algorithm is addressed in this paper as the
gradient algorithm. This ingenious algorithm allows the
robots to efficiently survey and navigate between the base
and the food source. Each robot can switch between two
states: a state of seeking and a fixed, beacon state. The
survey is generated by using two gradients: one leading to
the nest and one leading to the food source. Once the food
source is found, the robots that are mid-path will switch
into beacon mode and make the gradient information
available to “point-out” the path to and fro the nest. This
algorithm operates in a short range but is fast.
The second distributed foraging algorithm is
addressed as the sweeper algorithm. The idea behind this
one is create a front of robots that essentially sweep an area
to encounter a food source. The main method of
communication between the robots per this algorithm is a
virtual force that acts a “spring force”. The robots would
be arranged in a line that extends outward from the nest to
an arbitrary boundary and would sweep through like the
hand of a clock. Once a food source is found, some robots
become stationary beacons that allow for navigation of the
swarm similar to the first algorithm. This algorithm has a
much longer range than that of the gradient algorithm but

is slower.
The last algorithm is an adaptive algorithm that allows
the swarm to choose which of the two aforementioned
algorithms it wants to be dictated by depending on its
environment and its success rate. The following flowchart
(Figure 3) delineates the decision model that the swarm
will base its actions upon. Ultimately, the adaptive
algorithm was the most successful in terms of efficiency
and success rate because it was able to capitalize on the
efficacious methodology behind the sweeper algorithm but
at a faster pace.
III.

SENSORS & COMMUNICATION

The swarm rovers come with an array of onboard
sensors. They include GPS, a compass, wheel encoders,
visual camera, and ultrasound sensors. The rovers are also
able to communicate with the host system via Wi-Fi, which
coordinates the movements of all the connected rovers.
The rovers are run by a code written in C++ that runs
within ROS (Robot Operating System). This system allows
for the rovers to communicate over Wi-Fi by publishing
and subscribing to messages that are broadcasted via
topics. This allows for the rovers to pass along their
positional data along with information about the tags that
they come across. By breaking down the transfer of
information to publishers and subscribers via topics allows
for certain parts of the program or certain rovers to access
only the information that is relevant to them instead of
bombarding each robot with a stream of all the real time
data that is being passed from the individual rovers to the
host machine.
IV.

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
(METHODS & EXPERIMENTS)

Initially the senior level robotics class worked in small
groups to research and develop their own algorithm for the
Swarmathon competition with some of the algorithms
described below. Each team performed research into the
field of swarm robotics and purposed a searching method
to the class before moving on to formal coding of the
algorithms.
Spiral Surge algorithm has the rover moving to a
random location predetermined by the code developer
then performing a spiral movement using the formulas
described below until a tag is found. At that point, the
swarm robot would return the tag to the nest and repeat
the process. Figure 1 shows the simulation results for
this algorithm and the path traced by the swarm robots
during the simulation.
goalLocation.theta = currentLocation.theta + 0.25;

goalLocation.x = currentLocation.x + (0.375 *
cos(goalLocation.theta));
goalLocation.y = currentLocation.y + (0.375 *
sin(goalLocation.theta));

The team compared and ran all algorithms in the
simulation code to determine the strengths and
weaknesses of each algorithm. From there, some codes
were reworked to draw upon strong suits of other team’s
codes and again simulations were rerun on promising
codes.

Figure 1: Simulation Results for Spiral Surge Algorithm

Box search algorithm is similar in functionality of the
spiral search algorithm but uses a box pattern. The box
search pattern matches the shape of the arena so a
collision with the walls would not be expected.
Out and back algorithm has each of the rovers
starting at the nest and picking a random compass
heading. After that, the swarm robot goes in a straight
line until the wall is detected and it returns to the nest.
If a tag is found, it performs the same line path again
until no further tags are found along that path and then
selects a new random heading to search.
Rake search algorithm has the rovers performing
sweeps across the arena in the same direction. The
rovers pick their rake path at random, repeating a path
that has yielded a tag until no further tags are found
along that path. The rovers use the x-axis of the arena
to return tags and reset their rake position to a new one.

Figure 3: Simulation Results for Rake Search Algorithm

Figure 2: Scale Model Testing of Algorithms in Class

Only the most efficient algorithms were run on the
physical robots. At this point, the team found out issues
with the navigation of the physical rovers. With most of
the algorithms being highly dependent on knowing their
precise location in the arena, the codes needed to be
worked on to account the lack of accuracy in the
positional data.
The testing performed in simulation and the physical
rovers were vital in being able to develop the final
algorithm. The simulation was a great tool in verifying that
the algorithm is performing what the code developer
intended. However, since the simulation is an idealized
version of the rovers and the desired arena, all the obtained
data is of a much higher accuracy than the real rovers
report. Algorithms ran successfully through simulation
allowed the teams to determine what data was reliable
(compass and sonar) and unreliable (wheel encoders and
GPS). FIU will eventually alter the code to work in a way
that used the more reliable data while only using the more
unreliable data at some instances where no other alternative
is found.
One main take away from the experiments with the
physical rovers was that it was way easier to find a tag than
to return a tag. In the competition, there are so many tags
to collect that at least initially there will be no trouble
finding a tag regardless of what search algorithm is used.
The trouble is accurately and quickly returning to the nest
to drop off the tag. This is a much larger issue since the nest
is in a distinct location we have to be able to keep track of
the rover’s position with respect to the nest. However, with
the positional data accruing large amounts of error rather

quickly, after finding a tag or two an algorithm relying on
the positional data can lose track of the nest. The final
algorithm and code developed is heavily influenced by the
need to keep track of the nest position without using the
positional data.
V.

FINAL ALGORITHM (RESULTS)

The FIU Panther Swarm team’s swarm robots
operate using a search algorithm that does not rely too
heavily on the positional data from the rover. Over the
course of testing the rovers the main issue that arose was a
large amount of drift that would build up in the rover’s
wheel encoders. After only running for a minute, the rover
could think the origin point is over a meter away from
where it started. The problem, if left unchecked, would just
allow for this error to continue to build, quickly causing
issues with returning back to the nest to drop off collected
tags.
The solution to this issue is to heavily rely on the
data from the rover. The FIU algorithm relies heavily on
the compass and ultrasound data. Through testing, they
were the most accurate and reliable. The team also use the
fact that the Swarmathon competition has walls
encompassing the testing field. The four walls and the nest
tags were used as landmarks that allow the rovers to switch
between one of the six modes previously programmed.
There are four main modes that allow the rovers to navigate
the field and collect and return tags, an initialization mode,
and a recalibration mode that allows the rover to reorient
itself within the arena if it is unable to find the nest or
encounters and unexpected collision.
The initialization mode (yellow) simply moves
the rovers from the center into a position where it can start
the main tag seeking modes. This initialization also lets the
rovers know what round they are in so they can search the
proper amount of area. The four main modes can be broken
down as runway (green), position (blue), sweep (orange),
and return (red). The runway mode is an east to west path
along the x-axis that passes through the nest. The idea for
this is like a runway at an airport. The team have the rovers
passing though the nest all in the same direction such that
they will limit the possibility of coming into close
proximity with one another. The position mode assigns a
y-coordinate value to the rover and has the rover either
moving north or south to get to the desired y-coordinate.
The sweep mode is a west to east path that has the rover
looking for tags as it moves back across the arena. The
return mode has the rover moving north or south to return
back to the x-axis so that it can go back to the runway
mode.
At the end of the runway mode the program
performs a check to see if it has passed by the nest. If it has
it continues as planned, but if it missed the nest that means
the rover is now where the program thinks it is and it sends
it to the recalibration mode. The recalibration mode has the

rover, depending on that side of the arena it is on, go to the
north or south wall then go to the east wall. By using the
ultrasound sensors and the known arena configuration we
are able to move the rover into an easily found known
position (either the northeast or southeast corner of the
arena). With the rover back in a known location we return
the rover back to its normal operation.
The algorithm takes a simple principle of having
the rovers rake across the arena in search of tags and
returning them in a way that limits the possibility of the

Figure 4: Diagram of Final Search Algorithm

rovers approaching each other head on or in any other way
that would interfere with their pathing. This also allows for
the rovers to work around the fact that their positional data
accumulated large amounts of error. As the only point
where the algorithm directly references the positional data
is when having it position in the y-direction. But instead of
assuming the y-value is constant, we always take the
current location value and have it move north or south a
relative amount corresponding the desired y-coordinate.
This limits the error to a single movement that is at most
seven meters in the preliminary round, and should there be
an error that is significant enough to have the rover be in a
position that is appreciably far away from where the
algorithm believes it to be we have the recalibration step.
There are algorithms that could find and return the tags in
a much faster manner if the positional data was accurate.
But this is an algorithm that should work reliably and be
able to overcome any tracking errors assuming the compass
and sonar data is reliable.
VI.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, this paper covers potential ideas and
system designs for various opportunities in swarm robotics.
FIU team also presented some search algorithms that were
explored and the final algorithm developed as a result of
the limitations of the rovers discovered though physical

testing.
There is a potential to develop an algorithm that is
faster and more efficient if the rovers had more accurate
positional data. This can be accomplished through better
encoders to track movement through the wheels or a more
accurate GPS that can provide data accurate enough for the
scale that this competition is being performed on. As a
result the algorithm submitted has to have a more
conservative searching algorithm that can attempt to keep
track of its position for as long as possible with a build in
recalibration step for if the location of the nest is lost. The
result of our conservative pathing and tracking results in
the rover being required the full length of the arena twice
per search loop, and at maximum performing a path that is
half the value of the arena perimeter. This is because the
team use the sonar reading in conjunction with the wall to
track and reset the positional data of the rover. If the walls
were not required to be used as positional landmarks,
another algorithm could be developed to cut down on the
required distance traveled by each rover. The proposed
algorithm can be used and improved for next editions of
this Swarmathon competition.
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